Needle visibility is of crucial importance for ultrasound guided interventional procedures. However, several factors, such as shadowing by bone or gas and tissue echogenic properties similar to needles, may compromise needle visibility. Additionally, small angle between the ultrasound beam and the needle, as well as small gauged needles may reduce visibility. Variety in needle tips design may also affect needle visibility. Whereas several studies have investigated needle visibility in 2D ultrasound imaging, no data is available for 3D ultrasound imaging, a modality that has great potential for image guidance interventions 1 . In this study, we evaluated needle visibility using a 3D ultrasound transducer. We examined different needles in a tissue mimicking liver phantom at three angles (20 0 , 55 0 and 90 0 ) and quantify their visibility. The liver phantom was made by 5% polyvinyl alcohol solution containing 1% Silica gel particles to act as ultrasound scattering particles. We used four needles; two biopsy needles (Quick core 14G and 18G), one Ablation needle (Radiofrequency Ablation 17G), and Initial puncture needle (IP needle 17G). The needle visibility was quantified by calculating contrast to noise ratio. The results showed that the visibility for all needles were almost similar at large angles. However the difference in visibility at lower angles is more prominent. Furthermore, the visibility increases with the increase in angle of ultrasound beam with needles.
INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound guided needle interventions required good visibility of needles during the interventions. Needle visibility maybe limited in tissues with high echogenic properties and due to shadowing by bone or air. A small angle of ultrasound beam with the needles and needles with small diameter (Gauge) also make visualization difficult 1, 2 and rated the visibility in 2D US images using a categorical visibility score.
However, real-time 3D Ultrasound is a relatively novel imaging modality that permits to visualize tissue in 3D and has a great potential for guidance in complex procedure 5 . 3D ultrasound imaging also enables freehand needle introduction, which may further compromise needle visibility. Purpose of our work therefore was to assess needle visibility in 3D ultrasound imaging. A good visible needle tip is easy to track visually and may also support automatic tracking during interventional procedures. To quantify needle tip visibility we examined different needles in a tissue mimicking liver phantom. More detail of types and characteristics of each needle are provided in Table 1 . Each needle was punctured in a liver mimicking phantom, which was constructed from 5% aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol (see Figure 2 (A)). Tip of each needle was at 10cm deep in the phantom and 3D ultrasound sweep at three different angles (20 0 , 55 0 and 90 0 ) were acquired (see Figure 2 (B)). Images were acquired using an ultrasound system (Philips, iU22) equipped with an X6-1 3D transducer. From each 3D sweep, the 2D plane containing the tip of needle was selected and areas of Region of Interest (ROI) for the needle and background (BG) were chosen (see Figure 3) . From each of these areas, mean pixel intensity value and standard deviation of BG were measured. To quantify needle visibility we calculated the Contrast to Noise ratio (CNR) for each needle using following relation. 
RESULTS:
We can see the needle tip at three angles in the liver phantom in Figure 4 
DISCUSSION
Ultrasound image guidance during interventional radiology procedures provides real time needle visualization without using ionization radiations. In some situations needle visibility decreased such as in tissues with similar echogenic properties or due to poor target visibility caused by bone. Different techniques to enhance needles tip visibility have been proposed 2, 3 .
In this study we investigated needle visibility of four needles in a liver mimicking phantom and quantify their visibility by calculating contrast to noise ratio (CNR) in 3D ultrasound images. 3D US images (one 3D volume) were acquired and stored on a personal computer. The analysis showed good needle tip visibility at large angles. At lower angle between the needle and US beam, needle tip visibility decreased and the difference with needle echogenicity became prominent.
We used two needles with echo tip and two without echo tip in our experiments (see Table 1 ). The results showed that at 20 0 degree the standard needle shows better visibility as compared to echo tip needle (see Figure 2(A) ). The CNR values of standard needles are also higher than the echo tip needle as shown in Figure 2 (B). In literature 6 showed that at higher depth the echo tip needle does not have much advantage on the standard needle.
Nicholas used a linear 2D transducer to examine the needle visibility in a phantom at different angles 2 . They also found that the echogenicity decreases with the angle and at large angles all needles have same echogenic levels. In our liver phantom we used 1% silica gel particles to mimic reflection properties of human tissue. However, the variation in the concentration of silica gel could affect the visibility and CNR values.
In literature a standard method to quantify needle visibility has not been reported. In some studies, needle tip visibility was scored on visual perception and grading 3, 4 . Some used quantitative technique to compare the visibility 1, 2 . We also used a quantitative approach and needle tip visibility was quantified using CNR values, which is commonly used in image processing to compare two images.
In previous studies different types of phantom were used for needle visibility experiments. These phantoms were made of from different material such as agar, gelatin and PVA 7 . In our present study, we used PVA to make our liver mimicking phantom. In the phantom we added 1% silica gel particles to mimic US reflection properties of human liver. However, the change in percentage of silica particles could affect the needle visibility and the CNR values in the phantom. Detailed experiments are required to explore the effects of particles on visibility.
Present study shows the results of phantom experiment. In a later phase, we want to repeat the experiments with more needles in the liver phantom and in animal liver to get more realistic visualization results.
CONCLUSION:
We investigated needle visibility of interventional needles in 3D ultrasound images. The contrast to noise ratio increased with the angle of ultrasound beam with the needles. At large angles there is not much difference in different needles visibility. However, with the decrease in angle, different needles show different echogenic properties. At lower angle echo tip needle has not a large advantage over standard needle.
